The Wireless Handheld Solution is robust easy-to-use, software designed for Acclamare™ users. No matter how large or small your operation, Wireless Handheld provides workers with wireless connectivity to your Acclamare system. From the warehouse floor to the back office and anywhere in between, your workers have access to inventory information to dramatically improve speed, visibility and accuracy across your entire operation.

**With the Wireless Handheld Solution you can:**
- Automate labor intensive tasks: receiving, put-away, counting, shipping
- Eliminate duplicate data entry, manual checks and double-checks
- Keep inventory moving – know what you have and where it is
- Build efficiencies into how workers move throughout your facility
- Drive accuracy, reduce errors with warehouse-wide connectivity

**Improve Physical Inventory Management**
The Wireless Handheld Solution allows you to get an accurate picture of your inventory. The physical counts and cycle counting functions can dramatically improve operations by identifying misplaced and lost product. Eliminate trips to the warehouse to research “if the product is really there” by knowing exactly how much product is available and where it is located. Using inventory counts created in Acclamare, bar coded count sheets are created by bin locations, product group, vendor or item range. Bar coded count sheets can be printed by count number or as a master count list spanning multiple counts. Locations can be changed during the count and notes taken. Reports include: count variance, items not counted, notes taken and change bins.

"With over 28,000 inventory items in our database, the Wireless Handheld Solution is an excellent tool for managing our entire warehouse operation. It is simple to use, easy to read and provides the information we need—where we need it. In our fast moving environment, Physical Inventory Cycle Counting has been a burden but with the handheld it is much faster and more accurate. We can bring our handhelds to customer sites and quickly create quotes on location. Receiving labels are customized to print the information we need and can be generated from portable printers while items are still on the pallet—eliminating back-and-forth to stationary printers or handwritten information. The ability to change bins and relocate items allows us to place inventory strategically. Picking accuracy has increased dramatically due to audible beeps when the wrong item is selected. All in all, we have seen a rapid return on our investment by doing more with fewer people."

— Larry W. Kelm, President
Bolts ’n Nuts Plus
Houston, TX
June 2010
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Eliminate Errors, Improve Service with Pick Verification: The Wireless Handheld Solution tells you both audibly with a beep and visually with a message when you pick the wrong item. This verification feature dramatically reduces the chance of costly shipping mistakes. It can direct you to product locations in your warehouse and provide Variance Reports that alert you to items you forgot to pick.

Enhance Receiving Processes: From un-readable labels and misread POs to paperwork mistakes and punching wrong numbers, manual receiving processes can be labor intensive and error prone. Wearing mobile printers, your workers can create, print and apply labels when and where they are needed, saving valuable time and effort when receiving items.

Faster Customer Quotes: This function allows you to manage vendor inventory on location at customer sites. Your workers can take a handheld to customer sites to scan items, enter quantities and make notes. Upon return, they simply upload the information into Acclamare to quickly deliver accurate quotes. Work smarter, not harder, allowing the wireless handheld to create quotes when and where needed.

Easy Access Change Bin: The Change Bin function is available during receiving, pick verification, physical counts and put-away. Change Bin allows you to arrange your warehouse quickly and accurately to see where items are located by bin, relocate the item and print customized labels for the new location – where the change is needed to save valuable time.

Put-Away: This time-saving feature reduces inefficient warehouse storage by showing workers where products need to go and recording where inventory is placed. This feature can print labels to replace damaged or missing labels on the spot without having to go back to a centralized printer.